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The concept of this original research paper was excellent with qualitative ideological presentation. According to my point of view there are some significant change must be obtained before final publication regarding the research paper which are as follows

Title of this paper must be changed with specification of students

Abstract must be organized with different section like aims/objectives, summary of introduction, methods, results, conclusion with specific finding in a brief way

Introduction section must have authors own point of view with identification of aims/objectives

Methods section required to more specific with indication of sample size, ethical clearance no, epidemiological study, data collection methods etc in a sequence pattern

Data analysis section must be separated from the result section.

Result section required significant finding with maximum data presentation of at least 4 or 5 tables or graphs in lieu of 8 to 10 tables. In addition, must indication for significant value / P value with specific variable association like depression with suicidal tendency or psychological distress socioeconomic variable.

Discussion section must be separated from the result section. It should only be a discussion. This section required significant correction with rewritten or detailed literature relevant review rather than presenting in description. It was wise to compare and contrast with indication of authors own point of view

Conclusion section must be separated from recommendation section

There are significant missing of authors contribution, area of interest, any funding, conflict of interest etc section invariably

The are required to be correction of grammatical errors, with alignment of their sentence with font size